
Basic Information 
Team Number 
955 
 
Team Name 
CV Robotics 
 
Programming Language 
What programming language do you use? 
C++ 
 
Public Code 
Is your code public? 
Yes 
 
What is your team’s GitHub account? 
FRC-Team-955 
 
What is your name (or the name of your team’s lead programmer for next year)? 
Erica Wood (I don’t know if I’ll be programming lead again next year, but I will be on the team) 
 
Contact Information -- If you contact me, please let me know how you got my information 
What’s your discord username? 
Erica Wood#7266 
 
What’s a good email to contact you at? 
Team: captain@maillist.cvhsrobotics.net 
Personal: programming@cvhsrobotics.net 
 
Vision 
What camera do you use? 
This year, we used the Limelight 2. 
 
What do you like about your camera? 
We like how fast we can put prototype alignment code on the robot and test it. We like that it 
takes the communications and networking stress out of vision and drastically simplifies the 
electrical work. 
 
What do you dislike about your camera? 
It lacks a distance sensor, so it is more difficult to get precision distance measurements. It is 
also harder to use with non-vision tape outlined objects. 
 
How would you compare this camera to other cameras you’ve used in the past? 
It was much easier to use than other cameras we’ve used in the past. Previously, we used the 
Intel RealSense camera with the Jetson TX2 Module. This created several obstacles: a USB-
hub on the robot, short cable to the camera, safe mounting for both, socket server and client 
code, and a LED light ring. There were many fail points. While this was possible, it never 
worked as consistently as the Limelight 2 and due to time constraints, we never had working 
auto alignment during a match. The advantages were the speed of processing and the distance 
sensor. 



 
If you could do vision differently, what would you change? 
If 955 could do vision differently, we would master multiple types of camera and have code 
ready to go for them prior to build season. This would allow greater flexibility and make it so the 
game told us what camera(s) to use rather than us telling the game what we can actually 
accomplish. 
 
How are you planning to do vision next year? 
We are going to use the Limelight 2 again next year, though in the offseason we will likely try 
out other cameras as well. 
 
Path Planning 
How do you design your paths? 
Our team has designed paths a few ways. Once, the captain built a graphical interface that he 
could adjust spline paths with. Last year, we used the field diagram from FIRST in Adobe 
Illustrator to map out paths to take. This year, we built the infrastructure for (our season ended 
before it was fully complete) a system that could take input from the Limelight to learn its 
position on the field and follow a path based on trigonometric calculations from that. This got 
close to working, but it proved harder than expected due to mechanical inconsistencies. 
 
What library(ies) do you use to make your paths? 
We don’t use libraries to make our paths other than the standard WPI classes involved with 
Limelight, the CTRE Phoenix class involved in the talons, the standard C++ libraries (cmath, 
iostream, etc), and the NavX library. The rest is custom made. 
 
What geometry do you use for your paths? (Splines, piecewise, circle, etc) 
This year we used piecewise based paths with the NavX. The NavX has shown to be crucial to 
the operation due to challenges and error accumulated over time with encoder count based 
paths.  
 
What forms of path planning have you done in the past and if you have changed them, 
why? 
Last year, we tried out paths that used circle based geometry (where the robot followed an arc 
of X radius for X degrees), due to the simpler (than splines) calculations involved. It was not as 
effective as we hoped, because error built up over time. Also, it did not work well with pneumatic 
wheels. The previous programming captain used spline based geometry, but this also did not 
work well with our pneumatic wheel drivebase. 
 
How do you integrate sensors with your paths? 
The NavX is crucial to our paths because it controls the speed of turning for the drivebase. It 
also helped align the robot during overshoots. We also use encoders for the “straights” of the 
piecewise paths, which we convert into inches for input. 
 
If you could do path planning differently, what would you change? 
If we could do path planning differently, we would learn to work with splines such that we 
understand the math well enough to implement and debug it. 
 
Training 
How do new programmers get trained? 



New programmers are trained during our fall offseason practices. They go through several 
lessons over approximately two months which cover Linux command line, GitHub, and most 
importantly, C++. Following these instruction periods, new programmers are given opportunities 
to work on projects that further their knowledge of C++ and FRC programming, through sensors 
and prototype programming. They also are given frequent opportunities to learn how to research 
solutions to their programming problems. 
 
Do new programmers have to work outside of practice? 
New programmers do not have to work outside of practice and they can come into team 955 
knowing absolutely nothing about programming. Sometimes, I will assign websites that the new 
programmers can look at for more information, but it is never required. 
 
What is your general training order? (ex. Classes, functions, data types, reading 
documentation) 

1. Linux Command Line 
2. Print Statements, if statements, for loops, while loops 
3. Data types 
4. Functions 
5. Classes 
6. Reading Documentation 
7. Inheritance (only with regards to understanding documentation) 
8. Basic Robot Code 
9. PID Tuning 
10. GitHub 

 
What do you do if there is not enough work for all the programmers? 
I split up the work into small chunks if there is not enough work and take programming related 
projects from other subteams and assign it to programmers. For example, our team did not have 
very many designers but had a lot of programmers. So, when we needed a joystick protective 
case built, a programmer did it since drive team needs are mostly funneled through 
programming and programming is in charge of drive team electronics (laptops, joysticks, 
chargers, etc). They also work with the drive team to decide control schemes. 
 
On average, how many programmers do you have? 
This year, there were 7 programmers including myself. Last year, there were 5 at the end of the 
year and 7 during fall season. The previous year, there were many during the fall season and 6 
at the end of the year. 
 
GitHub 
How do you control access to the team GitHub? 
Programmers are given access to GitHub once they have completed and tested code for build 
season. They are first instructed on appropriate GitHub behavior and strongly advised to have 
mature usernames. They are also only collaborators on the competition robot repository for their 
first year. 
 
How do you delegate using GitHub? 
This year, we started using GitHub issues to assign people to projects. For the most part, the 
main purpose of this was to track progress on specific issues and solutions with the commit logs 
(when you put the number corresponding to the issue in the commit message, it tracks it under 
that issue, for example “#1”).  



 
How do you handle merge issues and multiple people working on the same file with 
GitHub? 
We avoid multiple people working on the same file, because only the captain is allowed to edit 
Robot.cpp unless explicit permission is given. We also have a defined procedure for the 
students to follow when using GitHub (specifically from the command line), so that only the right 
thing is edited. Finally, we have people largely work inside of a private code directory (not linked 
to GitHub) with only a few classes and test through that, copying over code as it is ready. This 
year, we encouraged frequent commits though, in order to avoid deleted code, which is 
devastating! 
 
If your team uses private repositories: what are the advantages of this/why did you start 
doing it? 
Our team doesn’t use private repositories. 
 
How does your team make ReadME.md documents? 
Our team doesn’t currently have a readME.md, though we plan to once the team can meet 
again. We plan to provide insight into important code and documentation to look at, though. 
 
Other Sensors 
What other types of sensors do you use? 
In addition to the NavX, encoders, and camera, our team used a Lidar this year. We used it to 
sense when our robot was underneath the bar to climb on. It worked pretty well, but it would 
have been more helpful if we had a second lidar on the other side of the robot, so that we could 
turn and align straight based on that. Our elevator also had some flex which made it harder, but 
it worked a couple of times. If the season had continued, we would have worked to refine it. 
We have also used the IR Breakbeam sensor, but it did not go on the competition robot. It was 
helpful, but inconsistent. Also, the receptor had to be close to the sender (within about 10 
inches) for the one we used. 
We also used color sensors on both a past robot and a prototype for this robot. On the past 
robot, the color sensors worked well, but had to be in a dark space with white light to work 
properly. That color sensor was the Adafruit color sensor. On this robot, we didn’t seem to have 
that problem (we used the REV Color Sensor V3). 
In the past, we have used limit switches. The physical touch switches we used were breakable 
and the magnetic switches were not precise enough. 
 
How do these sensors help your robot? 
See above. 
 
Of those sensors, which are you planning to use again in the future (if any)? 
We will likely use the lidar again due to its versatility. The others will likely be decided based on 
the game. It is unlikely we will use the IR Breakbeam sensor unless the game piece is small or 
we find a more reliable sensor with a larger range. 
 
How do you learn what new sensors to try and how to use them? 
We learn what new sensors to try via questionnaires like this and research other teams’ 
sensors. We learn how to use them by frequenting the data pages and documentation for each 
sensor. 
 
Off Season 



What do you do in the offseason to prepare for build season? 
This year, our team did a “mechanism showcase”, where the student leaders came up with 
tasks that a single mechanism needs to be able to do. Then, students worked in prototyping 
groups to create and improve on those mechanisms. This greatly increased our “library of 
mechanisms” and made our team more prepared for build season. While mechanical worked on 
that, programming continued its training and learned how to use new sensors. 
 
How does programming interact with mechanical for off season activities? 
Each programmer was assigned to a mechanical group to program their mechanism. They were 
responsible for interviewing the group to determine what the expectations of programming were 
and responsible for advising the group regarding the limitations of programming. 
 
Documentation 
How do you document your code? 
We document our code in two different places. We have standards that tell programmers how to 
document their code, such that it mimics C++ documentation online. We use Google Docs, such 
that each function is placed in a box of a table. Then, when we are finished, we use a Docs to 
Markdown converter, so that we can upload the documentation to GitHub in the Documentation 
folder. 
 
Have you documented differently in the past? What do you like better now vs then? 
Before, we documented in a large spreadsheet of classes. One person would make the overall 
diagram, which was a massive task because it explained the functions and variables to use. 
Then, the task of the other programmers was a lot easier. However, it was not sustainable 
because as the season went on, parts of the robot inevitably changed and the code had to as 
well. It also decreased the value of the experience for programmers who didn’t make the chart. 
However, the one advantage of that was everything was in one spot so it was easier to track 
relationships between classes. 
 
Build Season 
What do your programmers do at the start of build season? 
At the start of build season, new programmers are placed in prototyping groups to help provide 
a programming perspective. Older programmers begin working on sensors and laying out 
autonomous paths for the season. Older programmers also work to make a plan for the new 
programmers for the rest of build season. Finally, we work on updating all of the drive laptops 
and firmware. 
 
How useful are the tasks that they do at the start of build season? (from 1 - 10) 
6 - a lot of the planning that we do at the beginning of build season gets overthrown as robot 
changes occur. Sensor work can be helpful though. The firmware and drive laptop updates are 
very helpful though, since it is disruptful to do so during the middle of the season (as we had to 
do in 2019). The auto paths also change overtime based on robot capabilities. 
 
How much time does programming get to program the robot (without mechanical 
intervention)? 
This year, programming had about 3 weeks of time with the robot, but every other practice was 
dedicated to mechanical fixes in an effort to keep the robot improving. Many things are first 
tested when programming gets the robot, which often leads to mechanical failures when the 
robot first gets to programming. 
 



How do you divide up the time programming gets on the robot between different 
mechanisms, tuning, and autonomous? 
Autonomous is its own day or two of the week, so that mechanism testing doesn’t interfere with 
it. Tuning and mechanisms are done around the same time, such that tuning happens first for 
motors with encoders, but we try to limit the time tuning takes. 
 
During programming’s time on the robot, how does your team handle mechanical failures 
and imperfections? 
If the failure happens during a programming practice, we switch to working on a different 
mechanism. Then, the next practice, the robot goes to the shop and is fixed. Imperfections are 
worked on during breaks and off-bot. 
 
How do you make the schedule for programming? 
In the past, we have had defined deadlines for programming regarding when code should be 
written, tested, documented, and reviewed. However, this was ineffective due to mechanical 
changes that altered the code and the code writing and testing cycle (it's hard to sit down and 
write perfectly working code the first time). So this year, we switched to goal-based scheduling, 
where we analyzed the highest priorities before each practice and assigned people tasks for the 
day based on that. Each programmer was responsible for completing one to two core classes 
for the robot, which were their top priority. 
 
How does your team use gearbox ratios with encoder counts? 
We have struggled to find the ratio between the gearbox and encoders. So instead, we turn 
each wheel one rotation several times, measuring the output of encoder counts, and make our 
calculations based on that. This isn’t effective for long distances though, due to error. 
 
How does your team define code standards? 
Our code standards are defined at the beginning of build season. We use camel case (with 
uppercase first letter) for classes and functions, underscore and lowercase names for variables, 
lowercase with underscore filenames, and specific names for some objects to keep track of 
each motor, joystick, and sensor. Then, we do code reviews, where we write down problems 
with the standards in each person’s code and require them to fix it. 
 
Creating from Scratch vs Inheritance 
How does your team balance inheriting WPILib functions with writing custom functions? 
Our team rarely inherits WPILib classes, with the exception of the main robot class TimedRobot. 
Mostly, we write custom functions because it allows for more flexibility in the design of our class 
hierarchy. We tried to use the CommandGroup functions this year for autonomous, but we were 
unable to make it work. It also required simple things to take multiple classes, which made it 
harder to use. For scheduling autonomous commands, we instead used if-statement-based 
scheduling and reference variables. It was efficient to debug this way, because you could 
always see in what part of the code something failed. 
 
What are some examples of custom functions that your team has made? 
Turn to angle, go straight X inches, raise the elevator when the lidar distance is between X and 
Y,  use this quadratic equation with the distance from the limelight to shoot at X speed, align to 
target, record the version of code you are on when you deploy, data output to pipe delimited file 
 
Interesting WPILib Functions 



Are there any WPILib functions that are unusual and make your life a lot cooler or 
easier? 
SetRumble() for the joystick is a good one. The drivers like it because it can tell them when to 
do things (when the joystick rumbles, shoot) that we don’t want to completely automate for robot 
safety issues. 
 
What class do you use for joystick control? 
Joystick, but we mostly use the inherited GenericHID commands (GetRawButton, GetRawAxis, 
etc). We use an Xbox Controller, so those work better than the Joystick functions for us. 
 
What class do you use for automating actions? 
We use CTRE and NavX classes for automating actions. 
 
Joystick Layout 
Who determines the layout of the joystick for your team? 
The preliminary joystick layout is decided by the programmers, which is then submitted as a 
proposal to the drivers. The drivers can then suggest updates, which may or may not be 
accommodated based on complexity. 
 
How do you manage changes to the joystick layout? 
We have a settings.h file that contains the button and axis locations for the joystick. Thus, no 
button values are hardcoded into the classes and changes can be made faster. 
 
How do you test the joystick layout? 
The drivers test the joystick layout at driver practice, which a programmer attends and makes 
changes as necessary. 
 
PID Tuning 
When you get the robot, what is the first thing your programming team does with it? 
The first thing our team does is test drivebase code and PID tune the drivebase. 
 
How does your team determine if motors should have encoders or not? 
If a motor can’t go too far in either direction, it has an encoder. If it needs to have precision 
speed control, it has an encoder. If there is a question if it should have an encoder or not, we 
typically put an encoder on it, just to be safe. 
 
When you PID tune a motor for position control, what is your procedure? 
For position control, we start off by getting our target distance that we want the motor to travel. 
We set the motor to that position in code and record the motor’s actual distance traveled. Based 
on this error, we can adjust the P, I, and D values in until the error is within our tolerance.  
 
 

When you PID tune a motor for velocity control, what is your procedure? 
For velocity control, there is a new variable called F. This might only apply to talonSRXs, but to 
calculate the F value, we set the targeted motor’s percent output to 1, then recording its 
maximum velocity. Based on the TalonSRX’s manual, the F value = maximum_velocity/1023, so 
that is what we use. Then, we set the motor to the targeted velocity  in code and record the 
motor’s actual velocity. Based on this error, we can adjust the P, I, and D values in until the 
error is within our tolerance. Sometimes if we are tuning a drivebase, one side would often be 



going faster or slower than the other. In this case, we either increase or decrease the F value to 
make the corresponding side go faster or slower so the drivebase drives straight.  
 
 
 

  
 


